PTWA membership survey responses in chart format

REGULAR MONTHLY MEETINGS

What else do you want to say about the meetings? What is missing in these questions that you
want considered? 12 responses
I would prefer we cut the business meeting shorter and extended the break between it and the
raffle. I would also like to have each person who brought in an item for the gallery stand and
speak about the item.
In some ways the meetings are too long (as we see people leaving early), but we get a lot done in
those about 4 hours. The best demos are those for which less time is spent making chips by
showing steps to produce the final product with partially completed intermediate examples - so
all demonstrators should be strongly encouraged to optimize their presentations.
The sound system in the gym environment often yields feedback. Maybe different speaker
placement would help.
There is too much talking among the members!
Try to minimize the time spent on business
I enjoy the meetings, but I can't attend very many, due to the distance I have to travel. I really
enjoy the e-mails that keep me informed with the meetings, classes and different things people
have for sale. (i.e. wood, tools, etc.)
Occasional hands on teaching during demo? Hands on sharpening demo?
Problem solving discussions with other members.
I suggest that the library and the store be put online. Orders for the store could be processed
online and picked up at the meeting.

MEETING VIDEOS

If you have never borrowed one, please explain why. 24 responses
would rather figure it out myself.
don't have a dvd player
I am a new member and have not begun checking out DVDs.
I take pretty good notes.
never explained how that works
New member, haven’t looked through them to see what’s offered.
Haven't had a chance
To learn
Only been tom2 meetings so far, difficulty kjowing howmlong before I can bring them back
You tube
to see a demonstration I missed but wanted to see
Fairly new would prefer a way to access online.

Do you have another idea of how you would like to view the PTWA demonstration videos? 9
responses
live at the meeting.
open to other possibilities
you tube
Having them available on the web a day or two after the meeting would be the best option for
me.
Upload them to a PWTA YouTube channel. YouTube taught me 85% of what I know about
turning.
No
web access is more convenient (i.e. available anytime).
No, but I greatly prefer online.
Making the videos available on-line to the club members is a terrific idea - especially for those of
us who can't attend every meeting.

What else do you want to say about the meeting videos? What is missing in these questions that
you want considered? 8 responses
find a way to hear questions from audience
Can we simplify - use one device that records in a "ready-to-go" format?
Can not hear the questions asked by the audience
YouTube is free publicity for the demonstrators as well.
Make an extra copy of nonmember demos.
Though I'm a non user, I think others value these videos a lot. They should be continued. If you
put them on the web, should they be behind a firewall for members only or should you allow
advertising for other people who view them to raise revenue for the club?
I did not know that viewing on the web was an option, but think that's better than DVD's
Keep up the recordings, please!

Activities Other Than Meetings

What else do you want to say about activities other than meetings? What is missing in these
questions that you want considered? 7 responses
I would like to see more hands-on workshops put on by demonstrators, even if they are not free.
Find a way to hold ;hands-on turning classes for members and public in the Rec. Center on a
regular schedule. Need a cadre of volunteers: instructors and helpers to set up several mini-lathes
and clean up. Develop a progressive series of projects.

Should we consider doing external events, like maybe a turning demo at the Farmers Market, or
a craft show as an outreach event? I am sure plenty of us have generators and ez-up tents, and we
could take a lathe. Just a thought.
I have yet to attend a picnic so I’m not sure.
I'm a bit challenged to amswer, I've been working out of town a lot since joining and have not
attended any activities other than the meetings
New member outreach. It's very difficult for new members to make connections unless they are
outgoing individuals. I've been a member for a while and really only know a couple of people in
the group. It's hard to make the effort to attend meetings when you feel like an outsider. Suggest
some form of new member orientation. Provide opportunities for new members to get involved
with various activities. Appoint club ambassadors to connect with less outgoing members.
Since I do not participate and suspect that most members don't I question the use of our dues
money to support those activities.

WRAPPING UP
Please share your additional thoughts on any of these or other topics about how to improve the
PTWA. 10 responses
Overall we seem to be doing a good job, but there is room for improvement. I think the weakest
point is the amount of time taken up at the beginning of the meeting with the business and
announcements. The 4X2 joke is wonderful though and should be repeated at every meeting!! ;-)
A fantastic organization!
I really like the idea of outreach. Even though the meetings and demos are open to guests, how
can we reach out to high school, technical school, maybe teen clubs like scouts, etc. to generate
enthusiasm in the next generation.
Wso far, I've found this to be a wonderful group with tons of talent.
I learn something valuable at every meeting! It may be talking with another member or in a
demonstration or from the gallery. ( sometimes what I learn is "I don't want to do that."
I'm a new member, so my answers are based on just a few meeting, but they've been very
informative and helpful.
Work with Mixxer in Winston, The Forge in Greensboro or a school woodworking shop to
provide affordable workshops. The Raleigh wood turning club seems to have a good
arrangement with the NCSU Craft Shop.
Make a better effort to meet, greet, and involve newcomers in every meeting.

Tuesday nights are an issue for me. I would attend more if it was on another night
Please see my earlier comment regarding courtesy to the presenter and audience. Thanks for the
jobs you are doing!

